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Abstract

Human anal cancers are associated with high-risk human papillomaviruses (HPV) that cause other anogenital cancers and head and neck cancers. As with other cancers, HPV16 is the most common high-risk HPV in anal cancers. We describe the generation and characterization of a mouse model for human anal cancer. This model makes use of K14E6 and K14E7 transgenic mice in which the HPV16 E6 and E7 genes are directed in their expression to stratified squamous epithelia. HPV16 E6 and E7 possess oncogenic properties including, but not limited to, their capacity to inactivate the cellular tumor suppressors p53 and pRb, respectively. Both E6 and E7 were found to be functionally expressed in the anal epithelia of K14E6/ K14E7 transgenic mice. To assess the susceptibility of these mice to anal cancer, mice were treated topically with dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA), a chemical carcinogen that is known to induce squamous cell carcinomas in other sites. Nearly 50% of DMBA-treated HPV16 E6/E7 transgenic mice showed overt signs of tumors, whereas none of the like-treated nontransgenic mice showed tumors. Histopathologic analyses confirmed that the HPV16 transgenic mice were increased in their susceptibility to anal cancers and precancerous lesions. Biomarker analyses demonstrated that these mouse anal cancers exhibit properties that are similar to those observed in HPV-positive precursors to human anal cancer. This is the first mouse model for investigating the contributions of viral and cellular factors in anal carcinogenesis, and should provide a platform for assessing new therapeutic modalities for treating and/or preventing this type of cancer. Cancer Prev Res; 3(12); 1534–41. ©2010 AACR.

Introduction

The incidence of anal cancer has been rising over the past 30 years with overall incidence in the general population now at 1.5 per 100,000 persons (1). In some subpopulations at higher risk, for example, men who have sex with men, the incidence has reached more than 20 per 100,000 persons (2). Whereas 50% of patients present with disease confined to the primary site and these patients have a favorable, 80% 5-year survival rate (1), the remainder of the patients present with regional or distant metastasis correlating with less favorable 61% and 21% survival rates, respectively (1). Anal cancer treatment has essentially remained static; more effective clinical treatments for tumors, whereas none of the like-treated nontransgenic mice showed tumors. Histopathologic analyses confirmed that the HPV16 transgenic mice were increased in their susceptibility to anal cancers and precancerous lesions. Biomarker analyses demonstrated that these mouse anal cancers exhibit properties that are similar to those observed in HPV-positive precursors to human anal cancer. This is the first mouse model for investigating the contributions of viral and cellular factors in anal carcinogenesis, and should provide a platform for assessing new therapeutic modalities for treating and/or preventing this type of cancer. Cancer Prev Res; 3(12); 1534–41. ©2010 AACR.

provide an experimental platform for better understanding anal cancer and identifying novel approaches for preventing and/or controlling this debilitating disease.

Anal cancer, like cervical cancer, is associated with human papillomavirus (HPV). Seventy-eight percent of squamous cell anal cancer cases have some type of HPV present and 66% are positive for the high-risk HPV16 genotype (3). HPV 16 encodes 2 oncoproteins that target a number of cellular factors involved in cancer, including key cellular tumor suppressors. E6 targets p53 leading to deregulation of DNA damage and apoptotic pathways. E7 binds and targets for degradation pRb, leading to an increase in cell proliferation and genomic instability. A third viral oncogene, E5, also contributes to carcinogenesis though its mechanism of action has yet to be defined. These oncoproteins are thought to be necessary but not sufficient to cause anal cancer. Evident of this, the incidence of anal cancer, even in subpopulations at highest risk of this cancer, is very low compared with the much higher incidence of HPV infections in these same subpopulations. For example, men with AIDS have one of highest known incidence of anal cancer even in the era of antiretroviral treatment at 42 per 100,000 persons (4). This compares to a 72% prevalence of high-risk HPV in anal swabs and a 43% prevalence of high-grade anal intraepithelial neoplasia (AIN) among HIV-positive men who have sex with men, who represent a population at high risk of developing AIDS (5). HIV seropositivity is among the risk factors for developing anal cancer; others include low CD4 count,
persistent high-risk HPV infection, infection with multiple HPV types, anoreceptive intercourse, history of cervical cancer or dysplasia, cigarette smoking, and immunosuppression for organ allograft (6). HPV is thought to play a critical role in the development of most anal cancers. We previously developed E6/E7 transgenic mice in which the E6 and E7 genes are linked to the K14 promoter targeting their expression to stratified epithelium. These HPV transgenic mice do not spontaneously develop anal cancer. However, in previous studies we found that, when dorsal skin of these mice was treated with dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA) and 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA), a classic tumor initiation/promotion regimen, they displayed heightened susceptibility to skin tumors compared with nontransgenic mice (7). Furthermore, these mice, when treated with just DMBA, also displayed increased susceptibility to skin carcinogenesis, suggesting that E6 and E7 can substitute for a promoting agent such as TPA (7). DMBA can also act as a complete carcinogen: multiple applications of DMBA to the skin results in earlier onset of carcinoma when compared with a one-time treatment with DMBA followed by repeated application of TPA (8). To learn whether HPV oncogenes cause increased susceptibility to anal cancer in mice, we treated the anus of HPV16 transgenic mice topically treated with 0.12 mmol DMBA once per week for 20 weeks: 7 of 31 mice (23%) developed anal carcinoma and an additional 9 of 31 (29%) developed atypia. Atypia in the mouse model is analogous to AIN in humans. None of the DMBA-treated nontransgenic control mice developed anal cancer or atypia. These findings demonstrate that HPV16 E6 and E7 increase the susceptibility of mice to anal carcinoma. Initial characterization of this mouse anal cancer model indicates that it shares histopathologic and molecular properties with HPV-positive precursors to human anal cancer.

Materials and Methods

Mice

Generation of K14E6 and K14E7 mice has been previously described (9, 10). These mice were maintained on the inbred FVB/N genetic background. E6/E7 transgenic mice were generated by crossing K14E6 females with K14E7 males. All mice were kept in American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care–approved McAr- dle Laboratory Cancer Center Animal Care Facility and studies with them were carried out in accordance to an approved animal protocol.

Acute phenotypes

All mice received intraperitoneal injections of bromo-deoxyuracil (BrdUrd) 12.5 mg/mL in PBS at 10 µL/g body weight 1 hour prior to sacrifice. Irradiated mice were exposed to 12 Gy of ionizing radiation from a 137Cs source 24 hours prior to sacrifice. Nuclei in anal epithelium was scored as positive (brown) or negative (blue) for BrdUrd based on BrdUrd-specific immunohistochemistry. A minimum of 5 high power fields were counted for each group.

Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry staining was carried out as previously described (11). Primary antibodies were applied overnight at 4°C at the following concentrations in 2.5% horse serum: 1:50 BrdUrd (Calbiochem); 1:200 antiMCM7 (Neomarkers); 1:50 p16 (M156; Santa Cruz).

E7 Western blot

Anal tissue from untreated E6/E7 transgenic mice was harvested and homogenized in lysis buffer with protease and phosphatase inhibitors. Lysates were placed on ice for 30 minutes with intermittent agitation. After 20 minutes of centrifugation at 14K, the supernatant was collected. Samples were run on a 12% SDS-PAGE gel, transferred to polyvinilidene difluoride membrane, and probed for E7 (1:200; Santa Cruz).

E6 pull-down and Western blot

Harvested anal tissue from individual untreated E6/E7 transgenic mice were homogenized in E6-specific lysis buffer with a final concentration of 50 mmol/L HEPES (pH 7.5), 150 mmol/L NaCl, 1.1% Triton X-100, 1 mmol/L EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mmol/L phenylmethylsulfonyl-fluoride, and 1X protease inhibitor. After cold agitation and centrifugation as described above for E7 lysates, the supernatant was collected. E6 protein was isolated from anal tissue lysates using a PSD95, Drosophilia disc large, ZO-1 (PDZ) interaction-mediated E6 precipitation (E6 pull-down) technique. For the E6 pull-down, recombinant GST-Magi1 PDZ1 fusion protein was coupled to Glutathione Sepharose 4B beads (GE Healthcare) at a ratio of 200 µg total protein to 200 µL of beads (bed volume). The final volume was adjusted to 1 mL with PBS. Bead coupling to GST-Magi1 PDZ1 occurred for 6 hours at 4°C with constant end-over-end rotation. Coupled beads were washed 3 times with 1 mL PBS prior to application in the E6 pull-down. Test lysates were then combined with 25 µL of the conjugated bead-GST-Magi1 PDZ1 mixture. The final volume of each pull-down sample was adjusted to 1 mL with lysis buffer. Precipitation of E6 was carried out for 21.5 hours at 4°C with constant end-over-end rotation followed by 2 washes in 1 mL PBS. Beads recovered from the E6 pull-down were boiled for 10 minutes in reducing sample buffer (50 mmol/L Tris pH6.8, 10% glycerol, 2% SDS, 0.145% bromphenol blue, and 100 mmol/L dithiothreitol (DTT)) prior to separation on a Criterion 10% to 20% gradient Tris-HCl polyacrylamide gel. Sample blotting onto a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane (Immobilon-P, Millipore; pore size 0.45 µm) occurred at 15 V constant voltage for 42 minutes under semi-dry conditions followed by appropriate blocking of the membrane (0.05% TBS-t with 1% Amicase and 2% Albumin, overnight at 4°C).
The blocked membrane was then probed for 2.8 hours at room temperature with primary anti-HPV16-E6-specific monoclonal antibody 4C6 at a concentration of 2.0 µg/mL in the presence of 1.5% bovine serum albumin and 0.1% TBS-t (4C6 mAb generated by Dr. Etienne Weiss et al. and made available to Arbor Vita Corp.). The membrane was washed 4 times with 0.1% TBS-t before incubation with the secondary anti-mouse IgG mAb (Jackson Immunoresearch, 115-035-062, Goat antimouse IgG/HPR), diluted to 1:10,000 in a 0.1% TBS-t and 3.6% blocking solution. Incubation with secondary mAb occurred for 1 hour at room temperature followed by 6 washes with 0.1% TBS-t. For Western development, ECL Advance chemiluminescent substrate (GE Healthcare) was used according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Visualization and quantification occurred via a Fujifilm Luminescent Image Analyzer LAS-3000 and Multigauge Software.

DMBA-induced anal carcinogenesis

Male and female adult E6/E7 transgenic mice and age-matched nontransgenic control mice received topical treatments of DMBA dissolved in 100% dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) to the anal canal once per week for 20 weeks. Treatments were initiated between 5 and 7 weeks of age. Prior to topical treatment, the mouse anal canal was evacuated of feces using manual, external pressure to the pelvic brim. Mice were treated with 0.12, 0.04, or 0.012 mol DMBA or DMSO without DMBA. All treatments had 4 µL of liquid inserted 5 to 10 mm into the anal canal using a standard pipette tip. After 20 weeks of treatment, mice had an 8-week hiatus before being euthanized and anal tissue harvested for histologic analysis. Mice were monitored weekly for appearance of overt tumors. Overt tumors were defined as any neoplastic lesion in the anal region capable of being seen by the examiner’s naked eye that proved to be a tumor on histopathologic assessment, regardless of disease classification (papilloma, atypia, carcinoma). Overt tumor size (diameter in millimeters) was measured at the time of sacrifice.

Histologic analysis

The anal canal tissue was fixed in 10% formalin, paraffin embedded, and serially sectioned at 5 µm. Every 30th section was stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and histopathologically analyzed for hyperplasia, papilloma, atypia, carcinoma.

H-ras mutation analysis

DNA isolated from DMBA-induced anal carcinomas was subjected to codon 61 mutation-specific PCR followed by Southern blot analysis and compared with mouse skin carcinoma known to be mutant at H-ras codon 61 (12). Specific sections of DNA were isolated from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues based on H&E of adjacent sections for 7 of 7 anal cancers and 2 of 9 atypias, 3 of 4 papillomas, and 1 of 6 normal anal canals, which were randomly selected from 0.12 µmol DMBA-treated E6/E7 mice and 1 normal anal canal of a dose matched nontransgenic mouse. The reaction conditions and primers for codon 61 mutation-specific PCR have been previously described (12) with the following modifications to protocol; this study used 25 ng of template DNA, 30 PCR cycles, and ran 20 µL of product on an agarose gel for ethidium bromide staining. Gels were denatured, neutralized, and DNA transferred to charged nylon membrane overnight. After UV cross-linking, the membrane was blocked and probed with radioactively labeled wild-type H-ras probe generated with the same PCR primers.

Statistical analysis

Two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to determine significant differences in BrdUrd counts. Fisher’s 2-sided exact test was used to determine differences in rates of disease in each DMBA-treated mouse group.

Results

Anal epithelia phenotype is consistent with viral oncogene expression and function

The K14 promoter targets E6 and E7 gene expression to the stratified squamous epithelium of our E6/E7 transgenic mice, analogous to HPV infection in humans. To assess transgene expression in anal tissue, Western analysis for E7 was performed. E7 protein was found to be expressed in anal tissue at levels similar to that found in the human cervical cancer cell line SiHa (Fig. 1A). E6 protein was also detected by Western using a PDZ pull-down technique (Fig. 1B) or using an E6 strip test (Supplementary Fig. S1).

Fig. 1. HPV oncoproteins are expressed in the anus of K14E6/K14E7 mice. A, E7 Western blot analysis. Note that E7 protein is expressed in E6/E7 anal tissue at levels similar to that found in an HPV16-positive human cervical cancer cell line (SiHa) whereas none was found in nontransgenic (NTG) mice. B, E6 protein detected by Western blot analysis of protein lysates subjected to E6 pull-down assay using GST MAGI1-PDZ domain. In this experiment, the HPV16-positive cervical cancer cell line CaSkii was used as a positive control.
HPV16 E6 and E7 oncoproteins confer acute phenotypes in the skin (7), cervix (13), and oral mucosa (14) of these HPV16 transgenic mice. To monitor the influence of E6 and E7 on acute phenotypes of the perianal epithelium, immunohistochemistry for minichromosome maintenance 7 (MCM7) and BrdUrd was performed on anal tissue harvested from transgenic and nontransgenic mice that were or were not subjected to radiation 1 day prior to sacrifice. E7 is known to activate expression of MCM7 through its inactivation of pRb and consequent activation of the E2F family of transcription factors. E6 and E7 are also known to induce cell proliferation in other squamous epithelia in mice. Anal tissue of E6/E7 transgenic mice displayed heightened MCM7 staining indicative of E7’s inactivation of Rb (Fig. 2A). E6/E7 transgenic mice also displayed a statistically significant increase ($P < 0.01$) in cells supporting DNA synthesis (assessed by measuring the incorporation of BrdUrd into newly synthesized DNA) within the suprabasal compartment (26%) in comparison to nontransgenic mice (0.5%; Fig. 2C).

Both E6 and E7 are known to inhibit normal DNA damage responses in other squamous epithelia of K14E6 and K14E7 mice. Therefore, we also analyzed DNA damage responses to ionizing radiation. The normal cellular response to this form of DNA damage in many epithelial tissues is a reduction in the number of cells supporting DNA synthesis at 24 hours postirradiation. This was also observed in the perianus of nontransgenic mice: whereas 10% of cells were DNA synthesis competent (BrdUrd-positive) prior to irradiation, this dropped to 2.6% at 24 hours postirradiation (Fig. 2D; $P < 0.01$). In contrast, DNA synthesis in irradiated E6/E7 transgenic mice did not decrease significantly following irradiation (Fig. 2D; 24% BrdUrd-positive cells prior to irradiation compared with 20% after; $P = 0.64$).

These data demonstrate that E6 and E7 oncoproteins are expressed in the anal epithelium of K14E6/E7 mice and are functional. We therefore predicted that the anal epithelium of these mice would be vulnerable to HPV-induced carcinogenesis.

**Anal carcinogenesis only occurs in E6/E7 mice treated with DMBA**

E6/E7 transgenic mice do not develop anal tumors spontaneously. We therefore investigated whether the viral genes could synergize with a chemical carcinogen to cause anal cancers. We chose DMBA to induce anal carcinogenesis as it is known to induce carcinomas in the skin (8) and synergizes with E6 or E7 to induce skin carcinomas (7). The anal epithelium of E6/E7 transgenic mice and age-matched nontransgenic mice were treated with DMBA (at 3 different doses) for 20 weeks followed by an 8-week hiatus. Both male and female mice were included as gender is not a risk factor for human anal cancer. At the time of euthanasia, overt tumors (i.e., any tumor observable with the naked eye) were scored for size and the entire perianal region of each mouse was harvested for histopathologic analysis. Every 30th 5-µm section was stained with H&E and scored
for disease. The worst-case disease for each mouse was thereby determined.

Twenty-three percent of E6/E7 mice treated with 0.12 μmol of DMBA developed carcinoma and an additional 29% had atypia on histologic evaluation (Table 2). In contrast, none of the DMBA-treated nontransgenic mice developed either cancer or atypia (Table 2). Representative histopathologic images of neoplastic disease arising in the E6/E7 transgenic mice are shown in Figure 3A. Forty-five percent of E6/E7 mice in the 0.12 μmol DMBA group had overt tumors that could be identified with the naked eye. The mice with overt tumors were more likely than mice without overt tumors to have atypia or cancer on comprehensive histopathologic examination. Specifically, 43% of overt tumor-bearing mice had frank cancer and 36% had atypia. In comparison, of the mice not bearing an overt tumor, only 6% had frank cancer and 24% had atypia that were discovered on histopathologic analysis (Table 1). The median size of overt tumors was 2 mm and the median time of onset of overt tumors was at the 22nd week following initiation of the DMBA treatment protocol (Fig. 3B and C). The incidence of overt tumors correlated with the dose of DMBA applied (Table 3).

In mouse skin, including that of HPV transgenic mice, DMBA contributes to epidermal carcinogenesis primarily by causing activating A to T transversion mutations in codon 61 of H-ras (7, 12). We therefore looked for the presence of this H-ras mutation in the anal tumors arising in the DMBA-treated E6/E7 mice. In contrast to what is commonly observed in DMBA-induced skin carcinomas, we failed to find this mutation in the anal papillomas, atypia, or even frank cancers (Supplementary Fig. S2). At this point it remains unclear whether DMBA is causing activating mutations elsewhere in H-ras or in other members of the ras gene family, or is contributing to anal cancer through mutation of other gene(s).

In the epithelia of the lower female reproductive tract (cervix and vagina) as well as the head and neck, p16 and MCM7 are robust markers for HPV-associated neoplastic disease both in mouse models (14, 15) and in humans (15, 16). Importantly, in humans where only a fraction of HNSCC is associated with HPV, high expression of MCM7 and p16 was selectively observed in the HPV-positive cancers (16). MCM7 and p16 staining was 100% sensitive and specific for high-grade AIN when more than 50% of cells were immunopositive (17). In addition, all of these samples were found to harbor high-risk HPV. We performed immunohistochemistry to assess whether these same markers were expressed in HPV-associated neoplastic disease of the anus in our mouse model (Fig. 3D). In the majority of the mouse cancers we observed robust MCM7 and p16 staining, though for p16 there were several cancers with low to variable signals. Previous studies in tissue culture and in mouse models for HPV-associated cervical and head/neck cancers (18–21) lead to the prediction that the induction of MCM7 and p16 seen in Figure 3 is the consequence of E7 expression.

**Discussion**

HPV has been implicated in human anal carcinogenesis based on the fact that DNA from high-risk HPV genotypes are found present in a large fraction of anal cancers (3, 22). This is the first study that demonstrates that high-risk HPV oncoproteins, E6 and E7, increase the susceptibility to development of anal cancer in K14E6/E7 transgenic mice genetically engineered to express these viral oncoproteins in stratified squamous epithelia. As has been observed in other sites in
these mice, that is, the skin, cervix, head, and neck (7, 13, 14), addition of a cocarcinogen was necessary to drive efficient development of cancers in the anus. We chose DMBA as the cocarcinogen because of its proven capacity to induce carcinoma in a broad spectrum of tissues, and the fact that there had been observed previously a strong synergy between the HPV16 E6 and E7 oncogenes and DMBA in the induction of carcinomas in the mouse skin (7). In this study, anal cancer only arose in the DMBA-treated K14E6/E7 mice, not in the like-treated nontransgenic mice. This result demonstrates that a synergy between HPV16 oncogenes and DMBA is also manifest in the anal epithelia.

The frequency of anal cancer even in subpopulations of people at high risk for developing this cancer is much smaller than frequency of high-risk HPV DNA in the same cohort. Among 446 HIV-positive men who have sex with men, 2.5% developed anal cancer over mean follow-up of 20.5 months whereas 85% were positive for high-risk HPV (23). This leads to the hypothesis that, as with other HPV associated cancers, genetic/epigenetic changes in the human genome must contribute together with HPV oncogenes in the development of anal cancer. Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) at 11q in anal cancers ranges from 39% to 87% among different studies (24). One group has proposed a model in which LOH at 11q together with LOH at 1 or more other sites including 17p (p53), 5q (APC), or 5q (DCC) contribute to anal carcinogenesis. LOH at these genes in addition to activating mutations in K-ras are commonly implicated in human colon cancer. However, unlike in colon cancer, N-, K-, and H-ras mutations at codons 12, 13, and 61 are rarely found in human anal cancers (25). In this regard, it was interesting that we failed to find mutations at codon 61 of H-ras in the cancers or precancerous lesions arising in our mouse model for anal cancer, even though such mutations are commonly observed in DMBA-induced skin cancers on the same HPV16 transgenic background (7). Activation of the AKT pathway has also been proposed as a contributor to human anal carcinogenesis (26). The absence of TGFβ Receptor II (TGFBRII) gene predisposes mice to rectal cancers (27). This observation may have relevance to HPV’s role in cancer as HPV16 E7 causes a reduction in
expression of TGFβRII in mouse cervical tissue (28). Our mouse model for HPV-associated anal cancer provides an experimental platform for identifying and testing roles of these or other cellular changes and the individual roles of E6 and E7 in anal cancer.
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Table 3. DMBA dose correlates with increase in tumor incidence and carcinogenesis in E6/E7 anal tissue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Dose (µmol)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Overt tumor</th>
<th>Atypia (%)</th>
<th>Cancer (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nontransgenic</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6/E7</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9 (29)</td>
<td>7 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6/E7</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6 (20)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6/E7</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6/E7</td>
<td>DMSO only</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. DMBA dose correlates with increase in tumor incidence and carcinogenesis in E6/E7 anal tissue.
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